Drivin' Force is a great game for driving maniacs. Take part in twelve different competitions. Race throughout the day or night in any of six vehicles, including a Jet-Ski for the bonus levels. You can even choose which nationality you want to be. Pit your speed, skill and endurance against the elements and eight other competitors in a hard fought battle for position. Races take place on the most tortuous of tracks, on 5 varied terrains, which affect each of your vehicles in different ways. Drivin' Force runs in fifty frames per second, the same speed as the fastest arcade machines. So, throw caution to the wind, put your pedal to the metal and drive for all you're worth to reach your goal.
INTRODUCTION

Drivin' Force is a great game for driving maniacs. Take part in twelve different competitions. Race throughout the day or night in any of six vehicles, including a Jet-Ski for the bonus levels. You can even choose what country you want to drive in. Pit your speed, skill and endurance against the elements and eight other competitors, in a hard fought battle for position. Races take place on the most tortuous of tracks, on 5 varied terrains, affecting each of your vehicles in different ways. Drivin' Force runs in fifty frames per second, the same speed as the fastest arcade machines. So, throw caution to the wind, put your pedal to the metal and drive for all you're worth to reach your goal.

LOADING

- Set up your Atari ST in the usual way. Refer to your Owner's Manual if required.
- Switch on your monitor or TV, then your ST. Place the program disk in the drive. After a brief period the game will begin to load.

PROBLEMS

If you experience any problems with this software, please carry out the following procedures:

- Make sure you are following the loading instructions correctly.
- Some programs require external drives or memory upgrades to be removed. Please switch off your ST from the mains and disconnect any external drives or upgrades and try re-loading.
- If problems persist, please try another piece of software that you know to load and work. If this software still loads and runs, then return the faulty software to your dealer, stating the exact problems encountered.

NOTE: We suggest that you ensure the disks are written protected. Refer to your Owner's Manual if required.

This product requires your computer to be connected to a television or colour monitor. It will not work on the Atari high resolution monitor.

CHOICE SCREEN

Drivin' Force gives you the choice of how you want to play. You can choose to race, practice or select the Durchowns.

DRIVIN' FORCE

You can choose either music or sound effects.

MUSIC: By clicking on music more than once the choice screen is displayed, a number will appear beside it. This number corresponds to the piece of music played in the game. If you keep on clicking, the number will rise to six. When there is no number showing, the music will change with the course that is raced.

SOUND EFFECTS: By clicking on sound effects, the sound effects will change throughout the race.

CHANGE DRIVERS

If you select YES - all of the opponents attributes change. If NO is selected, you can race against the opponents you had the last time. You can only change drivers at the start of a competition.